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DIGITAL economy report 2019 : value creation
and capture : implications for developing
countries.
New York ; Geneva : United Nations,
c2019.

UN
338.9
DIG

Monitors trends and policies related to access, use and
impact of digital technologies from a development
perspective. It offers guidance to policymakers and informs
stakeholders in developing countries.

GANNE, Emmanuelle.
Can blockchain revolutionize international
trade?
Geneva : World Trade Organization,
c2018.
Analyses how Blockchain is related to international trade
and the potential benefits it might bring. It offers insights
into the extent to which Blockchian could affect crossborder trade in goods, services and intellectual property
rights. It concludes with a review of various challenges that
must be addressed before the technology can be used on a
wide scale and have a significant impact on international
trade.

GATT
382.1
GAN
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REDESIGNING the uranium resource
pathway : application of the United Nations
Framework Classification for Resources for
Planning and Implementing Sustainable
Uranium Projects.
Geneva : United Nations, c2019.

UN
621.48335
RED

Shows how uranium resources could create a platform for
innovative engagement with the integrated challenge of
natural resource management and climate action. This report
argues that uranium acts as a critical source of energy for
meeting the global sustainability objectives on energy and
climate action.

REVISED guidelines on environmental impact
assessment in a transboundary context for
Central Asian countries.
Geneva : United Nations, c2019.

UN
344.046095
REV

Serves as a tool for the consistent practical implementation
of transboundary environmental impact assessment
procedures and to assist the Governments of Central Asian
countries in developing their national legislation in
accordance with the Convention.

TRADE finance and the compliance challenge :
a showcase of international cooperation.
Geneva : World Trade Organization;
Washington, D.C. : International Finance
Corporation, c2019.

GATT
382
TRA

Explains the current global trade finance gaps amid market
failures and perceived regulatory risk. It analyses the recent
trends of de-risking and the reasons for falling correspondent
banking relationships.
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